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Introduction

The concept of a compactly generated lattice has been studied ex-
tensively in connection with decomposition theory (see [1]). This paper
investigates the order topology in a lattice which is, along with its dual,
compactly generated (hence, bicompactly generated). We show that order
convergence is topological and that the order topology is Hausdorff, totally
disconnected, and has an open subbase of ideals and dual ideals in any
bicompactly generated lattice; furthermore, with an additional restriction,
the lattice operations are continuous in the order topology. Next we consider
the order topology in certain special types of compactly generated lattices,
namely atomic Boolean algebras and sub-complete lattices of atomic

Koofea.n a/gedras; in the farmer structures tfie order topo/ogy/s cm/fo/m/-
zable, in the latter, compact. We conclude by showing that order convergence
is not pretopological in the lattice &~(S) of all topologies on an uncountable
setS.

Let L be a lattice, x e L, A C L and J5" a filter on L; then x* = {y\y 2: x),
A* = {y\y ^ x, all x in A), 3F* = u {F*\F e =F}. The symbols x+, A +
and ^+ designate the corresponding sets of lower bounds. A filter !F is said
to order converge to x in L if x = sup J^+ = inf &*. The order topology
x for L is defined by taking those sets A to be closed which contain all
points to which filters that contain A order converge.

An element x in a lattice L is compact if x ^ sup A implies x sS sup A',
where A' is some finite subset of A. If each element in L is the supremum
of a set of compact elements, then L is said to be compactly generated. Co-
compact elements and cocompactly generated lattices are the dual notions. A
lattice which is both compactly and cocompactly generated is said to be
bicompactly generated.

PROPOSITION 1. (a) Let L be a lattice, I a non-empty ideal, D a non-
345
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empty dual ideal. Then the collection {a* n b+\a el, b eD} is an open sub-
base for a topology on L. We denote this topology by rID.

(b) // , in addition, x = sup (7 n x+) = inf (D n x*) for all x in L,
then rID is a totally disconnected topology finer than the order topology for L.

(c) If L is bicompactly generated, I the smallest ideal containing all
compact elements, and D the smallest dual ideal containing all cocompact
elements, then [a* n b+\ a compact, b cocompact} is a base for a topology on L
(call it TC) and rID ^ rc.

PROOF, (a) If x e L, a e / , b e D, then note that x e (a A X)* n (b v x)+,
and that this set belongs to the specified collection. Also note that the
intersection of any pair of sets in the collection is again in the collection.

(b) Let i^ID(x) denote the neighborhood filter for rID at x. Since
{^ID{X))+ = I n x+ and ( " ^ ( z ) ) * = D n x* it follows that -f~ID(x) order
converges to x, and hence r-converges to x. It is obvious that the sets of the
open sub-base are closed in the order topology, hence closed in rID; since
rID separates any two points of L, it is totally disconnected.

(c) Upon observing that the set of compact elements is closed under
finite joins, the argument becomes straight-forward.

THEOREM 1. (a) In a bicompactly generated lattice L, order convergence
is topological, and the order topology is Hausdorff, totally disconnected and
coincides with rc.

(b) If, in addition, the set of compact elements is residual and the set of
cocompact elements is antiresidual, then T = rc = rID, where rID is defined
as in Proposition l(c), and the lattice operations are continuous in the order
topology.

PROOF, (a) Let Y\{x) denote the -^-neighborhood filter at x. It is easy to
see that ("Tc(x))+ contains all compact elements under x, ( ^ ( z ) ) * contains
all cocompact elements over x, and hence x = sup {f c(x))+ = inf (i^^x)) *.
Thus yc(x) order converges to x, for all x in L, and re 2; T.

For the reverse argument, we shall first establish that for each x in
L the filter ~f~(x) obtained by intersecting all filters that order converge to
x also order converges to x. Suppose that there is a compact element c
under x which is not in J r + for some filter ^ order converging to x. Then
c sS sup #"+ = x, and, since c is compact, there are elements ylt • • •, yn

in J*"+ such that c 5S sup {ylt • • •, yn}\ furthermore for each * = 1, • • •, n,
there is F( e !F such that yt e Ff. Setting F = n {Ft\i = 1, • • •, n), we
have c e F+. Dually, every cocompact element over x is in &*. Thus if
IF order converges to x, then J5" contains every set a* n b+ where a ^ x sS b,
a compact, b cocompact, that is IF S: i^c(x). Since the converse follows from
the preceding paragraph it is clear that order convergence, since it coincides
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with convergence under the topology TC , is topological, and T = xc. A
filter can order converge to at most one point; thus T is Hausdorff. Finally,
from Proposition 1 we deduce that T is totally disconnected.

(b) If the compact elements of L form a residual set, (i.e., x compact
and y ^ x implies y compact) then they also form an ideal, and it is a
simple matter to check that L satisfies condition c3 of [5]. It follows from
part (a) of this theorem, that L also satisfies condition cx of [5], and it
follows immediately from Theorem 5, [5], that the lattice operations are
continuous with respect to the order topology.

If L is a lattice L' C L is a sub-complete lattice of L if any non-void
subset of L' has a supremum in L' which is also its supremum in L and
dually. The straight-forward proof of the next proposition will be omitted.

PROPOSITION 2. A sub-complete lattice L' of a compactly generated
lattice L is again compactly generated. If x in L is compact, then
xc = inf {y eL'\y ^ x} is a compact member of L', and zeL' implies
z = sup (z+ n {xc\x compact in L}).

THEOREM 2. (a) The order topology in an atomic Boolean algebra L is
uniformizable.

(b) A sub complete lattice U of an atomic Boolean algebra L is compact
in its order topology.

PROOF, (a) Let / denote the smallest ideal containing all the atoms
of L; let D be the smallest dual ideal containing all the coatoms of L.
("Coatom" is the dual notion to atom; an atomic Boolean algebra is neces-
sarily coatomic as well.) It is not hard to verify that I is precisely the set
of all compact members of L, D the set of all cocompact members of L.
Since each element z in L is the supremum of all atoms under z (by Lemma 1,
p. 70, [4]), L is bicompactly generated, and the order topology has the form
described in Theorem 1.

For each a el, beD, let Vab = {(x, y)\y e {a A X)* n {b v x)+}, and
let /? = {Fa6|a el, b e D}. It is easy to see that ji is a filter base on LXL
and that each member of /? contains the diagonal. If (x, y) e Vab and
(y, z) e Vab, t h e n a AX f ^ y -g,bv x a n d a Ay 5g z ^ 5 v y , w h i c h i m p l i e s
that aAXf£zf^bvx; in other words, Vabo VabCVab. Finally, let x'
denote the complement of any element x in L. Given Vab in /J, let c — b',
d = a'. From the distributivity of L, we can deduce that (x, y) e Vcd if
and only if (y, x) e Vab; hence V~b = Ved is a member of /J. Thus /3 generates
a uniformity t o n l ; the uniform neighborhoods at a point x in L have
the form Vab(x) = {y e L\a A X ^ y ^ x v b}. But these are precisely the
T-neighborhoods of x, and hence T is the topology induced by the uniformity
°U. We remark that another base for tfl is that consisting of all sets of the
form {(x, y)\a A x = a A y} for any a in / .
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(b) Proposition 2, Theorem 1, and the first paragraph of the proof of
Theorem 2a can be combined to show that the order topology on L' is the
relative topology obtained from the order topology on L. Northam [6]
has shown that the interval topology (which has a closed sub-base of sets
of the form a* and b+ for arbitrary lattice elements a and b) is Hausdorff
in an atomic Boolean algebra. The interval topology on L' coincides with
the relativized interval topology inherited from L, and hence is also Haus-
dorff. But A. J. Ward [7] showed that the order topology is compact in a
complete lattice whenever the interval topology is Hausdorff, and so the
theorem is proved.

It is not hard to verify that the lattice operations in L are uniformly
continuous with respect to the uniformity °U described in the proof of
Theorem 2a.

Before giving two examples which are relevant to our previous theorems,
we will mention some examples from the literature. Kent [5] has constructed
complete lattices in the Euclidean plane for which: (1) order convergence
fails to be pretopological (order convergence is pretopological if the filter
obtained by intersecting all filters order converging to x also order con-
verges to x for each x in the lattice); (2) order convergence is pretopological
but not topological; (3) order convergence is topological, but the lattice
operations are discontinuous in the order topology. Floyd [2] has given a
classic example of a complete Boolean algebra whose order topology is not
Hausdorff.

Our first example is very short and simple; it shows that the con-
clusion of Theorem 2b cannot be extended to an arbitrary complete bicom-
pactly generated lattice.

EXAMPLE 1. Let L be a lattice consisting of an infinite collection of
non-related elements with a least element 0 and greatest element 1 adjoined.
L is trivially complete and bicompactly generated. Note that the order
topology for L is discrete.

In the second example we show that order convergence is not pre-
topological in the lattice 3~{S) of all topologies on an uncountable set S.
&~(S) is compactly generated, atomic, and coatomic. If I is the ideal of
compact elements and D the smallest dual ideal containing all of the
coatoms, then it follows from a result by Frohlich [3] that 3~{S) satisfies
the conditions of Proposition lb. This example demonstrates that one
cannot greatly weaken the conditions assumed in Theorem la.

EXAMPLE 2. Let S be the set of real numbers, -T(S) the lattice of all
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topologies on 5. Let K be the collection of all topologies p of the following
form: p has an open base consisting of a finite number of disjoint bounded
"open" intervals with rational endpoints. Let J be the collection of all
topologies q of the form: q has an open base consisting of a finite number
of disjoint bounded "open" intervals with irrational endpoints. Note that
the indiscrete topology is the only member of K n J. Let T be the "usual"
topology on S, and let J2^ and SF2 be filters on &~(S) defined as follows:

J ^ is generated by sets of the form p n T+, for p eK;
^2 is generated by sets of the form q n T+, for q e J.

We have &\ = &1 = T*; hence, inf &* = inf &* = T. Also &X = K

and J^J = / ; the union of all topologies in K (or in / ) is a base for T; thus
T = sup &>X = sup !F%. In other words, both J ^ and 3F% order converge
to T. However, sup (K n / ) ^ T, and Theorem 1, [5], tells us that order
convergence is not pretopological in

The authors wish to express their thanks to the referee for his comments.
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